Thank you for being interested in my work. I hope that you will enjoy this product .
This Manual will tell you how to use some features and tricks of this item to get to nearest results
you need ….
Note: all screenshots in this manual are made with Poser pro 2010 ,but all contents here can be applied also for previous
versions of Poser (6,7, 7 pro,8).



Using the HandFan properly with V4.

First of all, load V4.2 to your scene, and go to Figure / Use Inverse Kinematics and remove check mark of both “Left
& Right Leg”. Now use the morphs you need and add other things like hair or skin textures, and you can add the cloth
pieces you want “Don’t forget to choose any part of V4 before you add each cloth piece to your scene, this will enable
the Auto Conforming feature and the cloth will follow the morphs supported by it in V4”
OK, now you have conformed your cloth and everything is ready and you want to add the HandFans, do as follows:
Go to the Pose library under My_Secrets folder and apply pose “Fan !hold zero” to V4. It will bring V4 to zero position
with both hands pose to fan holder.

Go to Figures library under My_Secrets then add HandFan Right or left or both of them to your scene,they will be
added in their correct place but they are still not linked to V4.

Now choose this part of each Fan that’s called “fan_pose”, lets start with Right Fan, after you choose “fan_pose” go to
Figure / Set Figure Parent , a window will appear, from it scroll down to this body part of V4 “Right Hand” and choose
it. Now the HandFan R is parented to right hand of V4 in every pose or motion.
Do the same thing with Left Fan and choose its “fan_pose” and set it to a parent but choose “Left Hand” as a parent
instead.

You are ready, now You can pose V4 as you like now, and the hand fans will follow their holding hands. You may also
use the other poses included here in this pack “ms01_fan, ms02_fan, ……..etc”



Fitting Arms Garters to any morph.

Arms Garters of this product may encounter some poke-through, although it supports lots of FBMs of V4 but what
should be done if you made a combination of morphs and you found something like in the image below?:

You can do one or both of the following: Choose the V4 forearm part “Right or Left or both” and in the Moprh
Shapes/Morphs++ ,dial the morph “ForearmThickness” to negative values until you get best fitting.

Second idea is to use this Magnet file included with this item under Props library/ My_Secrets . File is called “forearm
mags” apply it to the arms garters cloth piece, then you can pose each magnet and it Mag Zone of each side
“Right/Left” and gain extra fitting.



Fitting Glutes of Panty .

If you found a poke-through in the glutes of the Panty cloth piece while posing or after making number of complex
morph dials, you can treat with it by choosing the panty and apply “glutes magnet” to it from props library folder of
My_Secrets. It will add 2 mags Right and Left for the glutes area.
And you can pose the magnet or its mag zone right/left or front/back until you have the results you need.



Fitting Thighs of Panty .

The same as before, This package is supplied with magnet file for Panty thighs, apply this file “panty thighs” to the
panty cloth piece then pose the 2 magnets to have extra results If needed.



Extra Magnets files .

You will find 3 extra magnets files “Top Abdomen, Lsandal mags, R sandal mags”, you can apply each of them to its
own part if needed.



SheFreak straps Mags .

When using SheFreak morphs you may find some poke-through in the straps of the top lingerie piece due to this tight
clothset and the oversized morphs.
Simply you can add straps Magnets file “Top Straps” to the top piece and pose each magnet to have better results,
Here I used for example “SheFreak 4-4”, see the images below:

First: For the poke-through of the area between breasts, you can use “Illusions Morphs” in the “BODY” part of the top
piece and use one of its dials to remove it.

And by posing the magnets for straps we gain these results:



Using Stephanie 4 proportions .

For Stephanie 4 character, It is supplied with proportions/scale sizes from DAZ3D. In this package, you will find 4 files
to change body scale to the same sizes of DAZ3D proportions “petite , lanky , stout , super tall” and a NO scaling file.
To use them, go to Pose library under folder of “Stephanie 4 proportions”, now you have ordinary V4 or S4 character
with the cloth conformed to it.

Choose V4 and apply any proportions file “for example, Petite” to it.

Now choose each cloth piece and apply the same file “ms-Petite” to each,one by one.

After that, your character now is ready and scaled with its cloth.

Thank you once again for being interested in my work. Have a nice 3D time..

